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Join Posts Genius and make money thanks to affiliate system! Get top search engine positions,
higher attendance and great image but also attractive income.

â€¢ Bring a new advertiser and join him into Posts Genius

â€¢ Earn 15% from every new advertiserÂ´s added sums

Affiliate system of interesting commission is a perfect generator of money. Join a new advertiser
and enjoy your percentage. How can you do it?

Read concrete example how does Affiliate system Posts Genius work

Sophisticated affiliate system brings very good benefits and super incomes for advertisers. How
does affiliate system works in practice? Read concrete example with concrete parameters!

â€¢ You join into Posts Genius system as advertiser and make branding and increase attendance

â€¢ You bring 10 new advertisers who want to have a success on Internet

â€¢ Every new advertiser buy 20 paid articles Ã¡ $ 15 every month. It is 10 x 20 x 15 = $ 3000

â€¢ You get 15% form this sum so all $ 450 every month!

â€¢ Payout is available immediately upon request, free of charge thought PayPal

How can I get new advertisers? Step by step

Affiliate system Posts Genius is a great chance for making money. Anyone cannot spread this
serious as spam. You can use every legal method. You can join to the affiliate system for example:

â€¢ personal recommend

â€¢ by website or blog as information, blog spot etc.

â€¢  icon, banner or button in your blog or website

â€¢ own advertising campaign with Google AdWords

â€¢ spread the word about our system in internet communities and forums

â€¢ create a web page promoting Posts Genius

Join affiliate system and make money easy and fast. Use Posts Genius for success!
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